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Caroline

The Picnic Society
See, taste and feel the summer! This can best be done in the great outdoors –
with family and friends, deep in the countryside, ‘far from the madding crowd’.
Precious moments are to be celebrated, carefully orchestrated and planned in
style. The beautiful things in life don’t necessarily happen by chance but are the
result of a love for detail. Such is the case with our new Summer Collection –
inspired by the world of Jane Austen.
Classical cloches, the crocheted look and asymmetrical cuts: discover our
feminine summer hats made of raffia and abacá in natural and earthy shades,
combined with striking black ribbons. These are matched by our casual men’s
hats made from abacá and toyo-paper trimmed with a special, fine gros grain
ribbon. Spontaneity is the speciality of our new ‘Foldables’. Asymmetrical
rollable hats made of abacá and foldable trilby and fedora-style hats that
are especially robust are ready for adventure.
As light and carefree as a summer’s day with a picnic basket full of strawberries
and lemon cake: such is the range of colours of our elegant fascinators and
hats for special occasions. The sculptural shapes are reminiscent of lotus
flowers, water lilies or gladioli – delicately modelled from parasisol or sewn from
translucent, featherweight Swiss crin.

Please note:
Any of the models from our previous collections can of course be made for you, too.
We also refer you to our special selection of men’s hats: www.nickimarquardt.com
Nicki Marquardt Munich stands for superb, unconventional design. Each
individual item is designed in our studio in Munich and made by hand. All our models
are characterised by their exquisite materials, the highest quality production
and their perfect fit.

www.nickimarquardt.com
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Headwear

Headwear

Handmade from 100% high quality parasisal

Handmade from 100% high quality parasisal or Swiss crin
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Headwear

Headwear

Handmade from raffia and abacá

Handmade from abacá-cotton mix and 100% abacá
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Portrait of Nicki Marquardt: Gert

Collections & Foldables

A passion for shape, feel, colour and personality, coupled with an infallible sense
for fashion and the moment: that is Nicki Marquardt. And that can be sensed in
every item that bears her name – as Nicki Marquardt knows how one can relate
a story of one’s own through hats. And how select materials, masterly technical
skills and unique designs are merged together.
Irrespective of whether it is a design from the current collection or an earlier
one, the creations by Nicki Marquardt and her studio are made on demand and
sent to all corners of the world. Bespoke items and exclusive rights on certain
models are available as part of the Marquardt portfolio. Each individual item is
– in the true sense of the word – masterly made by hand and comes exclusively
from the Nicki Marquardt studio in Munich. Destination London or New York,
the Fashion Week or Vogue, Ascot or Tokyo.
For more than twenty years Nicki Marquardt’s creations have delighted and inspired customers in Germany and abroad and have received numerous awards.
From couture to the annual collections and the award-winning ‘Foldables’:
Nicki Marquardt’s hats are a form of expression and transformation, for everyday use and that special occasion – and, first and foremost – fashion. In the best
possible sense and for all the senses.

CICB Award South Korea
Bronze Prize 2013
Honorable Mention 2013

www.nickimarquardt.com

Nicki Marquardt München
Türkenstrasse 78
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